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17 Olympic Drive, West Nowra, NSW 2541

Bedrooms: 4 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 2 Area: 751 m2 Type: House
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Nestled on a serene and quiet street in a family-oriented neighbourhood, this inviting 4-bedroom home offers the perfect

blend of comfort and tranquillity. Step into a spacious and thoughtfully designed interior featuring multiple living rooms,

creating versatile spaces for family gatherings and relaxation.The heart of this home lies in its well-appointed kitchen,

complemented by an open dining / living area that seamlessly connects to an alfresco entertaining space. Picture yourself

hosting gatherings under the stars or enjoying lazy Sunday brunches in this inviting outdoor haven.The four bedrooms

provide ample space for the entire family, with two tastefully designed bathrooms ensuring convenience and style. Each

room is bathed in natural light, creating an atmosphere of warmth and serenity.The lovely gardens surrounding the home

are a nature lover's paradise, offering a serene and picturesque setting. And for those who appreciate the great outdoors,

you'll be delighted by the charming bushland outlook, providing a sense of privacy and tranquillity. This unique feature not

only enhances the visual appeal of the home but also provides a sense of connection to nature, offering a retreat-like

ambiance.Surrounded by amazing bushwalking tracks, fabulous campgrounds, local private and public schools and is in

close proximity to the Nowra CBD making it an ideal setting for raising a family. Enjoy the peace and quiet of a

neighbourhood that prioritizes a sense of community while still being conveniently located near urban conveniences.This

is an opportunity that cannot be missed. Whether you're a savvy investor looking for substantial returns or a family

yearning for space and growth, this property has it all.To secure your future in this sought-after location and make your

real estate dreams a reality please contact Cassandra Preston at Property One Realty today on 0406 369 294.


